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Keeping air healthier as we live our lives has never been more challenging!

Of Smoke Cleared Away In Just 5 Minutes

Living Life Healthier!



The smallest airborne particles tend to do the most damage to our health because they 
can more easily reach our lungs.

Of Smoke Cleared Away In Just 5 Minutes

“Ultra fine particles smaller than 0.1 micron can penetrate deeper
into the respiratory system, and due to their high diffusion
coefficients, they have furthermore a higher probability to deposit
there than larger particles. There are indications that the smaller
the particle fraction, the larger the health impact”

Source: Centre for Transport Research on Environmental and Health
Impacts and Policy, Copenhagen, Denmark

“Over 50% of the number of particles between 0.01 and 0.1 microns
that penetrate into the pulmonary will be deposited.  This ability of
particulates to penetrate into the respiratory system and be captured
is principally a function of their size and is almost completely
independent of the chemical properties of the particle.”         

Source: Marshall Sittig, Particles and Fine Dust Removal, pg.16

Small Particles Create the Biggest Problems!

FACT 
97% of air particles are smaller than 0.3 microns



AirTamer reduces airborne air pollutants, viruses and 
allergens from your breathing space better than 
competitive air purifier technologies. Of Smoke Cleared Away In Just 5 Minutes

HEPA filter particle limit

Ionic air purifiers filter out 
atomic sized particles that 
traditional air purifiers 
leave behind!

Superiority of AirTamer® Ionic Cleaning

FACT 
HEPA = 99.97% of particles larger than 0.3 microns 

are captured 

Typical Virus Size = 0.08 - 0.2 microns 
Typical Smoke Particle Size = 0.01 - 4.0 microns

COVID-19 
0.1 microns

1,000 nanometers = 1 micron 
1,000,000 microns = 1 meter



How AirTamer® Works 

Millions of negative ions emitted 
from AirTamer’s black brush

Negative ions attach to air 
particles and apply a negative 
charge

Negatively charged particles are 
naturally attracted to positively 
charged surfaces rather than entering 
your breathing passage

Pollutants land on surrounding positively 
charged objects, not in your lungs
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FACT 
A negative ion is formed by the addition of negatively 
charged electrons. Waterfalls and ocean surf are two 

of the best natural sources of negative ions.



Laboratory Certified Performance

5 Minutes

Also tested on the
common flu!

The only brand 
ETL, CARB & EPA certified!



1. Most trusted - best performing, best selling personal air purifier in the world.

2. Patented conductive lanyard technology uses the human body as a counter electrode (i.e. ground). This 
results in higher ion output and dramatically lower energy consumption.

• Out cleans all other wearable competitors.
• Exhibits up to 12X the run time of competitive units.

3. Emits healthy negative ions without ozone.
4. Lab certified to clean away viruses and smoke. ETL, CARB & EPA certified!
5. The only personal air purifier with replaceable lanyards and emitters.
6. Attractive, discreet & versatile designs.

A302 A310

What Makes AirTamer® Unique & Superior?

A315

A320



4 Models Available: A302, A310, A315 & A320

AirTamer

 AirTamer A302  AirTamer A310 AirTamer A315 AirTamer A320

Negative Ions cm3  > 2 million > 2 million > 2.2 million > 2.1 million

Power Type 2 x CR2025 Lithium Built-In Rechargeable Lithium Built-In Rechargeable Lithium Built-in Rechargeable Lithium

Run Time 140 hours 150+ hours 50+ hours 150+ hours

Size (volume in cubic cm/in) 41.1 cm3/2.5 in3 48.9 cm3/2.9 in3 33.8 cm3/2.1 in3 63.2 cm3/3.9 in3

Weight (in grams/oz) 50.0 gm/1.76 oz 51.6 gm/1.82 oz 39.9 gm/1.41 oz 65.2 gm/2.3 oz

Replaceable Emitter Cover No No Yes Yes

On Indicator Yes Yes Yes Yes

Charge Level Indicator No No Yes No

Charge Time N/A 4 - 6 Hours 1 - 2 Hours 2 - 3 Hours

Charging USB Cable N/A Yes Yes Yes

Charging Indicator N/A Yes Yes Yes

Travel Case Yes - Metal Yes - Metal (some versions Yes - Leatherette Hard Case Yes - Leatherette Case 
  have a leatherette case) 

Adjustable Lanyard Yes Yes Yes Yes

Breakaway Lanyard Yes Yes Yes Yes

Replaceable Lanyard No No Yes Yes

Pocket Clip Yes No Yes Yes

Retail Price $79.99 $149.99 $149.99 $189.99

 Line Comparison

(included)

®



I love, love, love my AirTamer 302! I have MS and the last two months of continuous pollen allergies left me 
with no voice or energy and really took a toll on my immune system. 

I was constantly sneezing, coughing, had itchy eyes and throat and was just miserable. I am on prescription 
allergy medicine for seasonal asthma and also itchy eyes.  

I could not go outside or even open the door without having an attack soon afterward. I saw an ad for the Air 
Tamer and read the reviews and thought what was the worst that could happen – nothing, I had everything to 
gain.  

Less than an hour after hanging it around my neck, my breathing got easier and I felt like I could breathe down 
to my toes. I wear it every day. I have to be especially careful around people with colds or the flu, so my hope 
is that it can keep me safe this winter.  

So far, I am extremely and happily impressed with this product. Yea AirTamer! 
– Kitty W. Tucson, AZ 

"I have cystic fibrosis and use the AirTamer on the plane and in public places and it is great! Last month my 
finance and I were sitting next to each other on a plane. I was wearing the AirTamer and she was not. She 
caught a cold and I did not!" 
– M Howard, Woodridge, VA 

"I suffer from Restrictive Airway Disease. My condition gets triggered when I am exposed to synthetic 
fragrances. Aside from avoidance or wearing a mask, there wasn't much I could do about exposure, until I 
started using the A302. Thank you for giving me my freedom back!" 
– BN, Ottawa, ON, Canada 

I am a UK customer and we have two of the small personal ionizers which your company is selling... though 
ours are the A300 models. My husband has leukemia, and must not catch any colds, germs, viruses, etc. 
otherwise he lands in hospital with lung infections. This ionizer which you are selling has been marvelous for 
him. Before he started to wear it, he was hospitalized twice with pneumonia, and was always catching colds, 
because of his compromised immune system. Since he's been wearing this ionizer every time he goes out, or 
people come here, he hasn't been admitted to hospital once. It is such a blessing. 
– Pamela Barratt 

Dr. Weil recommends traveling with a portable 
personal air purifier.

Customers love their AirTamer!

Philippine President Duterte

India Parliament Leader



Customers love their AirTamer!



Thank You!


